Android wear app for fossil

Fossil app wear os. Aplikasi fossil smartwatch.
Got a Fossil Hybrid Smartwatch? Then the Fossil Smartwatches App is the app you need. It syncs with your new smartwatch so you can get notifications, track your activity or even sleep (we love sleep), control your music and more right on your wrist, throughout your day. The best part? You can customize the buttons on your smartwatch to perform
your favorite and most-used functions with a single push. Download now, then go put that sleep tracker to the test!Compatible with Healthkit Jul 19, 2022 Version 5.0.3 Front Light Switch: Easily turn your screen light off or on.Bug fixes and Performance enhancement I’m a bit old school, don’t really like the tech these days. Resistant, you could say.
But I, like most, am leashed to my cell phone. With a family, and career. I need to be connected. I wanted a watch with hands and minutes and numbers like the old days. While shopping the fossil site. This watch caught my attention. Simply with classic style and primitive low key posture. Then as I read further I saw it was a smart watch! DANG, I
thought.. I just wanted a plain classic watch. Well after getting it because of its beauty. I went ahead and paired it to my phone. WOW! I love it! It’s given me freedom I forgot we had. And the ‘Ring my phone” feature is BRILLIANT!!! For a busy guy like me, it’s been a fantastic distraction! I’ll never get stuck in an unwanted conversation again! “Oh,
excuse me, I gotta take this call!” We’ll catch up later! Steve out! I love the software on this watch. I have a few problems though. First of this watch has the same type of screen as a kindle so it can stay on all the time. Sounds cool right? But when I bring it outside for an hour of sunlight for the next month my watch would have screen burn in issues.
Another issue I have is that I woke up this morning and my watch face is gone. I tried syncing it again but it won’t sync and the no connection to phone pop up on the bottom of the watch is popping on and off. I have a xr and I have tried Turing off Bluetooth and then I tried resetting the watch but nothing is working. The time on my watch isn’t even
correct anymore. But when this watch is working, which is about 60 percent off the time, it’s absolutely amazing. I especially love the music controls and how sleek and easy they are to work. If you are wondering about battery life, even when it’s not working the best, I get about 2-3 weeks of life from it. But the last thing I have to say is that the app
frustrates me. I have no problem seeing my fitness stuff, but when I go into customization it glitches out. It’s so hard to customize my watch now. And the connect challenge is a great idea, but I don’t know anyone who has a Fossil Hybrid, but if I did it would be a great idea. Overall is a great first try by Fossil but needs a lot of work. Software is great,
hardware is not. Thank you for sharing your thought! We're happy to share with you that this is a Facebook SDK issue which has been resolved. Please try opening the app again to see how things go. In case the issue persists, please contact us via smartwatches@fossil.com. Our technical support agents are always happy to provide further assistance.
Im in love with this watch. Im an optician and recently we made a huge purshase of fossil frames and as a gift they gave me a fossil q hybrid watch... i have it for a week now and im in love. But! There are some features i miss and love to have to make it whole, things that i think are easy to add. As an optician i use the timer on my phone a LOT! so it
would be nice to have that feature in my watch also, so with a button i can start the countdown... also... a snooze feature for the alarms, cause sometimes i put an alarm to remind me to call a patient for example but at the moment the alarm goes off im busy i could postpone it... the ability to put name to the customize goals and maybe the ability to
track every single goal by its own... that one could be more difficult but ypu get the gist of it. I really think that what u guys are doing is super cool but a couple more things would make it awesome... i hope you sometime take at least one of my ideas The developer, Fossil, Inc., indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as
described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Health & Fitness Location Contact Info Diagnostics Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy The
Wear OS by Google app, previously Android Wear, syncs your smartwatch and phone so you can get more out of your watch. Get help from your Google Assistant, see important messages, track health and fitness, and more, all from your wrist:• GET HELP FROM YOUR GOOGLE ASSISTANT: Check the weather, start a run, set reminders, and more
just by asking• TAKE YOUR HEALTH AND FITNESS FURTHER: Monitor your progress towards two activity goals that are proven to impact health• ROCK OUT WHILE YOU WORK OUT: Control your favorite music right from your wrist and stay motivated through the last mile• STAY CONNECTED AT A GLANCE: Check important notifications, texts,
emails, and calls at a glance• GET MORE DONE: See your next meeting, add items to your grocery list, set reminders, pay on the go and more• EXPRESS YOURSELF: Wear OS by Google lets you be you with hundreds of styles—from fashion to fitness to fun and thousands of watch faces you can customizeLearn more features may vary across
watches, phones, and countries. The Google Assistant is not available in certain countries and languages. Jul 12, 2022 Version 3.45.21 Now it's even easier to see all your activities in one place with Google Fit! With the latest update, your health and activity information is moving to the Google Fit app. Get the latest Google Fit from the App Store to
see your progress on your activity goals, workout history, and more. This app is completely ridiculous, my watch won’t stay connected if I leave my phone 10 ft away from me. It is excruciatingly slow and has really no features in the app that aren’t features within the watch settings. The funny part about it is, I had to reinstall Wear OS because I
thought maybe that would help. But I noticed that once I had uninstalled the app, al of a sudden the watch sped up, and was functioning much more quickly. But of course you have to have the app for the watch to work. This is definitely a problem from google wear OS, and not my watch. You guys need to scrap it and rebuild from the ground up. I
usually set google to a high standard with anything. This app is a joke. Since the app is so slow and nonfunctional, I had to reset to factory setting five times for it to finish setup without a crash. It spent me the whole day. And I believe that is ridiculous- it should’ve been able to set up and get working at an hour TOPS. Can we know if this is getting
resolved ever so we can get functions watches, or should we all just say enough is enough and get a watch that has an actually functional OS? I just bought a Movado conect 2.0 In Rose gold and downloaded the wear OS app. At first, I was a little disappointed when I read the reviews that you couldn’t get messages or calls if you had an iPhone but I
love Movado watches and I wasn’t going to return it. At first, I wasn’t able to get text or calls but after syncing my email account I was able to get all my contacts, text messages on my watch as well as calls. I don’t know if I’m the only one experiencing this; but I’m able to read all texts on my watch as well as take the calls on my watch. I can talk and
they can hear me but I can’t hear them on my watch but I didn’t buy the watch to talk to people for that I have my phone. I’m happy with just been able to read the texts on my watch and been able to see who’s calling me before I pick up my phone. I have no problems with connectivity so far, my watch has stayed connected the whole time and I get all
my emails and calendars appointments. I can track my heart rate and steps as well as calories. I love this watch. So far no problems. I got this watch thinking that it was an alternative to the Apple Watch. I’ve now had this watch for 3 months and I couldn’t be more disappointed in a product. I’d like to think that the main issue is this “wear os by
google” application and not the actually watch, but I could be mistaken. My watch is connected to my phone roughly 3 minutes of the entire day, it is continuously trying to download a systems update, it always shows that I’ve walked 0 steps during the day, and despite having Bluetooth and WiFi turned on “automatic”, I NEVER have access to
internet. The app tells you to “tap the reconnect icon on your watch”....which gets you nowhere. The help page says to go to “wear os by google > connectivity > WiFi > add network”. It’s interesting advice considering my app is up to date and there is no such option as “connectivity”. I absolutely hate leaving poor reviews like this, but I feel like
others should know what they are getting themselves into if they opt for this product. I wouldn’t waste my money on any product that requires this application to operate, until the developers give this application a 360 degree upgrade. The developer, Google LLC, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described
below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Financial Info Location Contact Info Contacts User Content Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics Other Data The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Location Search History Diagnostics
Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy
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